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How do we experience time? Our ways of capturing time rely, for the most part, on
certain devices. Clocks and watches, ink and paper and keyboards are the metric tools that
measure, manifest and constitute the realm of those moments, time periods, intervals and
time lines. It is by means of materializing these abstract concepts that we help ourselves
acquire a sense of time, grasp its processes and memorize the ephemeral.
Time and memory take shape within the particular time-consuming notion of Nuno
Nunes-Ferreira’s artistic practice. His investment in time is clearly present in his work: for
example, he collects newspapers every day from the day before from a nearby café. They are
physical markers in time and space, such as the artist’s book ‘chegar aos cem’ (2018/2019)
- ‘to reach one hundred’ - a dossier file which consists of 100 pages with birthday article
cutouts from newspapers, archived in plastic sheets, each page with a clipping announcing

the news of a birthday: a new born baby, the anniversary of a big band or a political union.
Celebrations of time. On page nº1 we find the news of the 1st anniversary; on page nº100 we
have the news of the 100th anniversary. Here, the event is followed by the absence of time the time we lose - and dissolves into memory.
Nuno himself does not celebrate his birthday, because his friends would be away
celebrating St. Antonio. This awakened his son’s curiosity, so Nuno had to give him a vague
idea about when he was born. They own a flower at home that only blossoms in the month
Nuno was born. That is the closest explanation he gave to his son.
Procedures of time observation take place according to the consensus of the devices
we use daily: “Time should be so defined that the equations of mechanics may be as simple as
possible. In other words, there is not one way of measuring time more true than another; that
which is generally adopted is only more convenient.” (Henri Poincaré, The Value of Science,
1913, pp. 201- 358).
Nuno’s large scale newspaper works exhibited in the same show of the artist’s book
which was produced within Portions of Share: ‘Primavera’; ‘Verao’; ‘Outono’ and ‘Inverno’
(2016-2018) are, each, a huge canvas covered with tabloids of newspaper cutouts ending
with the name of the seasons. Nuno takes one step back to observe time from a further
perspective: to observe the blocks of time, and the physical and metaphysical structures it
creates. Another time-based piece, the ‘Tennis-match’, is a collection of 365 home videos from
YouTube depicting celebrations. Sound moments of bottles popping open. Nuno collected
these videos of various people opening a bottle of Champagne with a saber. This technique is
called sabrage and originated from Napoleon. Here, the artist examines time in action closely,
capturing the very (in)significant moments.
Nuno maintains a huge archive with collections of albums, magazines, newspapers,
and clocks. He prefers to add to his collection at flea markets – the last source when someone
passed away – but he also buys material online. Taking the clock backward in time: Nuno’s
parents worked in medicine and collected numerous journals and magazines. The fast scientific
development made them separate out piles of material, which young Nuno then investigated
and worked on. “I guess you never threw anything out?” - “No, never”, he notes.
His large scale investigation work on a Spanish case of missing children was a turning
point in his use of material. A huge canvas is filled with leads to a possible source of organized
crime. Archival photocopies and article copies of parents, doctors and nurses are arranged

in a visual logic to reveal the crime case. Here, the originals could have served the purpose
of evidence just as in a real crime case. From this moment on, Nuno used original materials,
without making copies. The appropriation of the original material embodies the value of the
old, and reveals the magic of time.
Among his early influences were Jean-Michel Basquiat and Anselm Kiefer. Today he
appreciates the work of artists such as On Kawara and Christian Marclay. However, he likes to
think with the flow, as one artwork informs the other, without singularizing specific artists or
positions.
In his home and studio near the quiet town of Santarém, the clock seems to tick
differently, taking us to the feeling that “The void which can be conceived in time indicates, like
that in space, that time and space apply as well to possible as to existing things.” (Gottfried
Wilhelm Leibniz, New Essays, 1704, II, XIV, secs. 24, 26). Is time absent or present, then? The
answer lies in Nuno Nunes-Ferreira’s striking awareness: “I have time, but I don’t have time.”
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About Nuno Nunes-Ferreira

Born in 1976 in Lisboa. He has participated regularly in shows since 2000. He lives
and works in Santarém. His work is represented in numerous collections such as: Fundação
Calouste Gulbenkian; Fundação EDP; IVAM; Fundació Sorigué; Fundación Focus Abengoa;
Fundación Hortensia Herrero; Colección Norte de Arte Contemporáneo; Colección DKV and
Museo de Arte Moderno y Contemporaneo de Santander.

About PORTIONS OF SHARE

Portions of Share is a curatorial project by the students of the international MA and
PhD programme in Cultural Studies, The Lisbon Consortium, Faculty of Human Sciences,
Universidade Católica Portuguesa. This project, developed during the seminar on Curatorship
led by Luísa Santos is conceived within the conceptual framework of 4Cs: from Conflict to

Conviviality through Creativity and Culture, a European Cooperation Project co-funded by the
Creative Europe Programme of the European Union. The curatorial project consists of three
artists’ books reflecting on notions of conviviality, power and hospitality. Besides the three
artists’ books, Portions of Share presents a publication with essays on these notions through
the lenses of the artistic proposals of invited participating artists. The invited participating
artists of Portions of Share are Rita GT, Nuno Nunes-Ferreira, Kristina Müntzing and Kalle
Brolin (Sunshine Socialist Cinema).

